Many collaborative recommender systems leverage social correlation theories to improve suggestion performance. However, they focus on explicit relations between users and they leave out other types of information that can contribute to determine users' global reputation; e.g., public recognition of reviewers' quality.
INTRODUCTION
Social correlation theories, such as homophily [35] and social influence [32] , associate social links (e.g., friends relations in human networks) to user similarity by observing that "similarity breeds connection" [35] ; moreover, homophily has been recently observed in digital social networks [2] . Building on these findings, researchers developed several collaborative recommender systems that employ friends, follower and trust links between users, in combination with rating similarity, to improve the estimation of user preferences in cold start scenarios. These systems assume that social relations are associated with user trust, or with pseudo-trust, as in friend networks. Moreover, they predict ratings by relying on local trust that is attributed to the people directly linked to the current user, or reachable through a short path of links; e.g., [19, 31, 45] . In [43] , Tang et al. observe that, in the physical world, people are likely to ask their local friends for suggestions, but they also tend to seek advice from reputable users. Therefore, in the LOCABAL recommender system, the authors combine local trust with global user reputation; however, they compute reputation on the sole basis of social links by applying the PageRank [38] metric. We point out that additional types of trust statements could be considered to build a richer reputation model. For instance, various online location-based services such as Yelp [47] , Booking [6] and Expedia [12] , enable users to provide feedback on other users and on item reviews. These systems do not disclose the identity of the people who provide the feedback; however, they publish aggregated data that can be interpreted as "anonymous trust statements". We are interested in evaluating the impact of this type of information on Top-N recommendation.
For this purpose, we propose a multi-faceted trust model that integrates local trust with global reputation evidence available in social networks and e-commerce sites. We define four general classes of evidence, which can be mapped to different types of information published by social networks. Specifically, we estimate the multifaceted global reputation of a user by analyzing the trust statements provided by the other users; e.g., endorsements to her/his public profile and feedback on item reviews. Moreover, we model local trust between users by taking into account both direct friends and the relations depending on the existence of implicit user groups, which can be revealed by the presence of relevant numbers of common friends and might denote preference similarity. We test our model on collaborative recommendation by applying it to a variant of User-to-User Collaborative Filtering (U2UCF) which we denote as Multi-faceted Trust-based Recommender (MTR). MTR can be configured to combine in different ways rating similarity, local trust derived from social relations and multi-faceted global reputation for neighbor detection and rating estimation. MTR also makes it possible to separately include or exclude different facets of trust; thus, it helps understand their impact on accuracy. We compare MTR with U2UCF, and with LOCABAL and TrustMF trustbased recommender systems, which combine rating similarity and trust information in Matrix Factorization.
For the experiments, we work on two datasets: the Yelp one [48] provides information about generic friend relations established by users to filter contributions in the social network. The dataset publishes different types of trust feedback, including user profile endorsements. The LibraryThing dataset [51] stores fewer types of feedback but it publishes more selective friend relations aimed at content sharing. The evaluation provides the following results:
• On the Yelp dataset, multi-faceted trust information helps recommendation performance, probably by complementing the social ties defined by friend relations. The MTR configurations that combine social relations and global multifaceted reputation outperform U2UCF in accuracy, MRR and diversity of recommendations. Moreover, they outperform LOCABAL and TrustMF in RMSE and MAE. Furthermore, MTR obtains the best accuracy when local trust includes both direct social links and implicit groups of users having a relevant number of common friends. In contrast, in the LibraryThing dataset, LOCABAL obtains the best performance results by inferring users' reputation on the basis of friend relations, and by combining it with rating similarity.
• Profile endorsements and feedback on users' contributions improve recommendation performance: the configurations of MTR ignoring these types of information (and especially the former) have lower accuracy, MRR and diversity than the other MTR configurations. However, taking profile endorsements into account reduces user coverage.
We conclude that multi-faceted trust can help recommendation, especially when social relations are weak trust predictors, because it complements them with global reputation data. However, before using this type of information in a social network, an analysis of the type and amount of available trust evidence, as well as of the meaning of social relations, is needed to assess its real impact on recommendation performance. In summary, this paper provides the following contributions:
• A novel, multi-faceted model of trust between users in a social network that includes local trust relations and global reputation gained on the basis of different types of feedback; e.g., user profile endorsements and appreciations of user contributions such as item reviews.
• A new definition of local trust aimed at considering both direct friends and users having a relevant number of common friends, as this type of information helps identify implicit user groups.
• Experimental results aimed at understanding the impact of different trust facets on recommendation performance in Collaborative Filtering.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 positions our work in the related literature. Section 3 presents our multi-faceted trust model and its integration in Collaborative Filtering. Section 4 describes the evaluation methodology and results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines our future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 2.1 Basic Concepts: Trust and Reputation
According to Gambetta [13] , "trust [...] is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent will perform a particular action, both before [we] can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects [our] own action. " Moreover, Misztal points out that trust is a subjective degree of belief about agents" [36] . Furthermore, Goldbeck and Hendler specify that a user trusts another one in a social network if (s)he believes that any future transaction with her/him will be rewarding rather than detrimental [14] . Differently, reputation "helps us to manage the complexity of social life by singling out trustworthy people -in whose interest it is to meet promises" [36] . In [1] reputation is described as "an expectation about an agent's behaviour based on information about or observations of its past behaviour". In [34] , McNally et al. point out that reputation can derive from direct user to user interaction (e.g., when users are rated) or from indirect one (e.g., when they interact by virtue of some item). Moreover, it can derive from explicit trust statements (e.g., ratings) or from implicit ones such as follower relations. Overall, reputation represents a global point of view about a user.
In [22, 23] , Jøsang et al. discuss that Trust and Reputation Systems are challenged by strategic manipulation and by various types of attacks which cannot always be detected by statistical analyses. Therefore, in [21] the authors highlight the importance of strengthening legislation as a barrier to discourage malicious behavior.
Trust-based Recommender Systems
Most trust-based recommenders leverage social influence to estimate ratings in Collaborative Filtering; see [41] . They assume that the trust relations between specific users can be inferred from social links; e.g., from friend associations and/or follower relations [5, 14, 15, 19, 28, 29, 33, 43, 45, 46] . McNally et al. generalize trust relations by analyzing the occurrence of collaboration events involving users [34] . All these works focus on the known social links existing among individual users. In comparison, we propose a multifaceted trust model that also takes into account anonymous feedback about contributions, and endorsements of user profiles, commonly available in social networks. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of different classes of trust evidence on recommendation performance. Finally, while in [40, 44] both trust and distrust are considered, we focus on the former because it is more available than distrust information in social network datasets.
In [17] , [31] and [26] , the authors discuss that, different from explicit trust relations (such as those among Epinions users [11]), friendship does not strictly imply preference similarity: user preferences are strongly correlated among trusted neighbors, but only slightly positively correlated among "trust-alike" neighbors, such as friends in social networks [17] . Moreover, several authors recognize the importance of limiting the social context to the local proximity of the user. For instance, [33] and [49] prove that, when indirect connections are used to estimate preferences, recommendation accuracy sensibly decreases. In order to address this issue, various types of social regularization combine the rating and trust matrices to focus on users having preferences similar to those of the current user; e.g., via matrix factorization in [20, [29] [30] [31] or co-clustering in [10] . In [17] , Guo et al. propose TrustSVD that extends SVD++ [25] to jointly factorize the ratings and trust matrices: they learn a truster model describing how people are influenced by their parties. TrustMF [45] learns both the truster and trustee models because, in a social context, people mutually influence each other. In comparison, our model fuses social relations with multi-faceted global reputation derived from different types of feedback about users and their contributions.
Our work takes inspiration from LOCABAL [43] in fusing local trust and global reputation. However, we combine these two types of information in a K-Nearest Neighbor approach and we employ the local recommendation context given by friend relations, together with a multi-faceted global reputation derived from various types of anonymous trust statements. Moreover, we introduce a social proximity metric that takes direct friends and implicit user groups into account for neighborhood identification.
Some collaborative recommender systems integrate multiple trust relations for rating estimation; e.g., references in research papers and bookmarks in social reference management systems [4] . Moreover, in [49] friendship and group membership relations are fused, taking into account that the latter denote interest similarity. Furthermore, [24] uses both friend relations and tagging behavior in neighbor detection. These works exploit complementary trust information with respect to ours. Moreover, our work differs from the one in [49] because we do not work on explicit user groups, but we infer implicit ones from the existence of common friends.
Reputation has also been inferred from correlation in rating behavior; e.g., (i) as the percentage of ratings provided by a user that agree with those of the other raters [37] , (ii) by clustering users on the basis of their rating similarity [42] (in this case, the "honest" group is the largest cluster), or (iii) by iteratively calculating the correlation of the historical ratings provided by a user and the intrinsic qualities of items emerging from the ratings they receive [39] . Our current model does not cover rating correlation because a deeper investigation of the phenomenon is needed to take into account user diversity. For instance, Victor et al. point out that controversial reviews have to be considered and matched to individual preferences [44] .
RECOMMENDATION MODEL 3.1 Multi-faceted Trust Model
Our model is based on types of trust evidence that are publicly provided by social networks such as Yelp [47] , Booking [6] , Expedia [12] , LibraryThing [27] and Airbnb [3] . Sections 4.1 and 4.2 provide examples of the application of our model. Let U be the set of users and I the set of items of a social network. Given v ∈ U and i ∈ I , we consider the following classes of trust evidence:
(A) Global feedback on the user's profile:
• User profile endorsements and public recognition (endors v , in [0, 1]): this class represents the degree of appreciation that v's public user profile has received from the users of the social network (e.g., number of "likes") and public assessments of reputation (e.g., number of years in the status of "Elite" contributor granted by the social network itself, as in Yelp). The value of this trust facet is evaluated as the ratio between the number of appreciations received by v's profile (Appreciations v ) and the maximum number of appreciations received by a profile a ∈ U :
• Visibility: this class is aimed at estimating how popular v becomes thanks to her/his contributions; e.g., item reviews and comments. This is computed as the ratio between the number of appreciations received by v's profile and the total number of contributions provided by her/him (Contributions v ), normalized by the maximum number of appreciations acquired by the other users:
this class summarizes the degree of appreciation that the contributions posted by v receive, compared to that of the other users of the social network:
this class is aimed at promoting the authors of popular reviews. It is computed as the ratio between the feedback obtained by the specific review, rev vi , and the maximum amount of feedback obtained by the other reviews on the same item:
(D) Social relation between u and v (rel uv , in [0, 1]): this class represents the degree of local trust that u ∈ U has in v, given the social link existing between them. We consider two alternative models of the relation between users: (a) Direct connections: in this model, only the users directly linked to u are considered as trustworthy:
(b) Direct connections + social intersection: in this case, both the direct connections and the users having a relatively high number of direct social connections in common with u are considered as trustworthy. The rationale is that, if two users have several common friends, then they might belong to a group of people having similar interests. We capture this intuition by applying the Jaccard Similarity to u and v's social connections:
where
The above classes of trust evidence are generic and most of them could be mapped to multiple trust indicators in a social network. For instance, Yelp supports different types of endorsements on user profiles; e.g., "thanks" and "Elite" recognition. Moreover, in other cases, the social relation between users might be mapped to friends, follower and trust relations. Therefore, we need a flexible way to compose information items within a unified trust model. We fuse individual trust indicators in a linear combination, assuming that they contribute to increasing v's trustworthiness in an additive way. Let's consider a set of indicators { f 1 , . . . , f z } that are instances of the above trust evidence classes. Then, we estimate the trust of a user u in v, in the context of item i, as follows:
where t uvi , w 1 , . . . , w z take values in the [0, 1] interval.
We assume that each trust indicator is computed according to the method defined for the class to which it belongs. Notice that the computation of t uvi can be performed by maintaining:
• For each unidimensional trust indicator (e.g. f Endors v , vis v , f Contr v ), a vector of length |U|; • A U X I matrix that stores, for each user and item, the f Rev vi feedback received by the reviews provided by v; • A U XU matrix that stores the social relations among users.
Multi-faceted Trust in Collaborative Filtering

User-to-User Collaborative Filtering (U2UCF).
Collaborative recommenders based on U2UCF [9] assume that people who agreed in the evaluation of items in the past are likely to agree in the evaluation of future items. Let U be the set of users, I the set of items and R ∈ IR U X I the users-items rating matrix, where each value is a rating r ui = R[u, i] given by u ∈ U to i ∈ I . U2UCF estimates u's rating of i (r ui ) as follows:
where N i (u) is the set of neighbors of u who rated item i and w uv = σ (u, v) ∈ [0, 1] is the observed rating similarity between u and a user v ∈ N i (u). In U2UCF, σ (u, v) is computed by applying a distance metric, e.g., Pearson similarity, between ratings vectors.
Multi-faceted Trust-based Recommender (MTR)
. This is a variant of U2UCF which identifies neighbors and tunes their impact on rating estimation by applying a general influence metric based on global reputation, local trust and/or observed rating similarity. Let u ∈ U , i ∈ I , and V i the set of users who rated item i. We define the influence of v on u in the context of item i (i.e., how strongly we expect that v conditions u in the evaluation of i) as:
Equation 10 above combines similarity and trust in a weighted sum and determines their relative impact using the β parameter: the smaller is β, the more important is trust in the computation of in f l uvi , and vice versa. We combine σ (u, v) and t uvi by means of an additive function because we want to give a priority to the people similar to u, or who are highly trustworthy. Notice that, in our experiments, we considered other possible combinations: e.g., the product and the minimum of the two measures, both representing the intuition that neighbors should be trustworthy and similar to the target user. However, we discarded these combinations because they provided poor recommendation accuracy. This was probably caused by the fact that the pool of candidate neighbors to choose from, in a data sparsity situation, was too small. The evidence of similarity between u and v can be modeled as the observed rating similarity of the two users. In that case, we map σ (u, v) to the Pearson correlation between rating vectors. However, it can also represent other types of evidence, and in particular those related to social proximity, which can be associated to local trust [43] . In this second case, we map σ (u, v) to rel uv of Equations 5 or 6, depending on the type of context that we want to consider; i.e., without, or with social intersection.
TEST METHODOLOGY
We evaluate our multi-faceted trust model in Top-N recommendation by applying it to the Yelp [48] and LibraryThing [51] datasets. On each dataset, we compare MTR with the following baselines: User-to-User Collaborative Filtering (U2UCF) [9] , which relies on rating similarity to predict ratings; TrustMF [45] and LOCABAL [43] , which combine rating similarity and trust (mapped to friends relations) using Matrix Factorization.
We evaluate Top-k recommendation performance, with k=10, by taking the ratings observed in the dataset as ground truth. For the evaluation we consider the following metrics: Precision, Recall, F1, RMSE, MAE, MRR, Diversity and User Coverage.
Diversity describes the mean intra-diversity of items in the suggestion lists @k; see [7] . We assume that items are represented as the sets of categories they are tagged with. The intra-diversity of an individual list @k is thus defined as:
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On each dataset, we test the algorithms by applying a 10-fold cross-validation, after having randomly distributed ratings on folds: we use 90% of the ratings as training set and 10% as test set.
We use the the Surprise [18] implementation of U2UCF, the LibRec [16] implementation of TrustMF, and the RecQ [8] implementation of LOCABAL. MTR is developed by extending the Surprise library. The implementations of LOCABAL and TrustMF only provide RMSE and MAE metrics to evaluate accuracy; therefore, we limit the comparison to these measures.
Dataset 1: Yelp
The Yelp Dataset [48] contains information about a set of businesses, users and item reviews. Each item is associated with a list of tags that can be interpreted as categories to which the item belongs; e.g., an individual restaurant might be associated to "Restaurants", "Indian" and "Nightlife" categories. Moreover, each item is associated with a list of item ratings, reviews and tips provided by Yelp users. Every user can provide at most one contribution (including review+rating, and possibly tip) on the same item. Item ratings take values in a [1, 5] Likert scale where 1 is the worst value and 5 is the best one.
User profiles can receive different types of endorsements: e.g., every year Yelp rewards its most valuable contributors by attributing them the status of Elite users. Moreover, each user profile can receive compliments by other Yelp users; e.g., "write more", "thanks" and "good writer". Similarly, each review can receive appreciations; i.e., "useful", "funny" and "cool". Notice that the dataset reports the number of compliments and appreciations, but not the identities of the users who provided them.
Yelp enables users to establish generic friend relations in order to filter posts in the social network; moreover, it supports more specific fan relations, which grant a direct access to the contributions provided by the followed users. The Yelp dataset publishes the friend relations existing between Yelp users but it only provides the number of fans of each user. Therefore, only the former data can be exploited to infer direct trust-alike relations among users.
For our experiments, we filtered the Yelp Dataset on the users who provided at least 20 ratings, and on the items tagged with the Yelp categories 1 that are subclasses of Restaurants and Food: e.g., Cafes, Kebab, Pizza, . . . The resulting dataset contains 26,600 users, 76,317 businesses, 1,326,409 ratings and 645,020 friend relations. Its users-items rating matrix has sparsity = 0.9994 and its (users-users) friends matrix has sparsity = 0.9991.
The higher portion of Table 1 provides information about the dataset. It can be noticed that the median number of compliments, fans, appreciations, etc. is very low but it reaches high values in some cases: for each type of feedback, the distribution of individuals (users or reviews) has a long tail.
We define the following trust indicators: 
(3) opLeader v (opinion leader degree): the number of fans of a user can be interpreted as a global recognition of her/his profile. We thus map fans to the Appreciations v in Equation 1: 
where maxC = max a ∈U (|More a | + |Thx a | + |Gw a |) ) to the feedback obtained by the reviews ("useful" -U s f ; "funny" -Fun; "cool" -Cool) and tips ("like" -Like) provided by v (or by a):
(D) Social relation between u and v (rel uv ): we map social links to friend relations among Yelp users, using either direct friends (Equation 5) or direct friends + social intersection (Eq. 6).
Dataset 2: LibraryThing
LibraryThing [27] publishes information about books and enables users to create their own virtual libraries and to tag books. In this social network, friends relations are used to watch and take inspiration from the libraries created by other people, as well as to visualize the contributions posted by them. Therefore, these relations are similar to the trust relations of social networks like Epinions, which are established with the intent of monitoring the contributions of the preferred reviewers. The LibraryThing dataset [50, 51] contains item reviews with ratings taken from this social network. In the dataset, items are not classified in any specific category because they are all books; ratings take values in a [1, 5] Likert scale where 1 is the worst value and 5 is the best one. For each review, the dataset reports the number of "helpful" appreciations it received ("nhelpful" field of the review). Moreover, it publishes the friend relations between LibraryThing users. We filtered this dataset to select the users who provided at least 20 reviews and we removed all the reviews which were not associated with any rating. The resulting dataset contains 12,258 users, 349,365 items, 1,148,270 reviews and 37,949 friend relations. The users-items matrix has sparsity = 0.99973 and the friends matrix has sparsity = 0.99975.
The statistics reported at bottom of Table 1 show that, with respect to Yelp, this dataset provides a stricter type of social relation among users and a more limited amount of feedback on their contributions. For instance, the median number of appreciations of an individual review is 0 against the 2 of Yelp. Moreover, as the amount of global feedback collected by user profiles only concerns their reviews, users get very few appreciations from the the social network (4 against 59). Friend relations are fewer, as well: the median number of friends is 0 in LibraryThing.
We consider the following trust indicators:
(A) Global feedback on the user's profile: missing.
(B) Global feedback on the user's contributions (f b v ):
(D) Social relation between u and v (rel uv ): we map social links to friend relations, using either direct friends (Equation 5) or direct friends + social intersection (Equation 6).
Multi-faceted Trust Configuration
In order to assess the impact of the A, B, C and D evidence classes on recommendation performance, we test MTR on several configurations of Equation 8, setting the weights of the trust indicators either to 1 or 0 in order to include, or exclude, user profile endorsements (class A), global feedback on the user's contributions (B+C) and social relations (D); see Table 2 .
In most of the configurations, we map σ (u, v) to the observed rating similarity, which is defined as the Pearson Correlation of u and v's rating vectors. Moreover, we map multi-faceted trust (t uvi ) to a subset of the trust indicators. Furthermore, we compute social proximity either by considering direct friends (Equation 5) or direct friends + social intersection (Equation 6).
MTRTrust1 and MTrust2 use all the facets of trust in the computation of t uvi but they ignore the observed rating similarity: the former computes σ (u, v) as the local trust between users, taking direct friends relations as an indicator of similarity. The latter computes σ (u, v) by considering direct friends plus the social intersection of users. We evaluate the performance of the MTR configurations by varying the value of β in [0, 1] in order to find the most convenient setting of Equation 10 in each configuration. In all the experiments the number of neighbors for rating estimation is 50. Table 3 shows the performance results @10 obtained with β = 0.1. The first portion of the table is devoted to the baselines, i.e., U2UCF, LOCABAL and TrustMF. The second portion groups the results obtained by taking the observed rating similarity into account, and by including or excluding different facets of trust. The last portion of the table reports the results concerning the MTR configurations that focus on multi-faceted trust and ignore rating similarity. Figure  1 compares the RMSE of the baselines with those of MTRTrust2, which outperforms the other configurations in accuracy. We omit the other curves for space reasons. The table shows that:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Yelp
• MTRTrust1 and MTRTrust2 are the best algorithms in all the measures except for MRR and User Coverage.
• Specifically, MTRTrust2 beats the baselines in all the measures except for User Coverage, which is about 69% against the 83% of U2UCF. Indeed, MTRTrust2 obtains the best results with β = 0.1, i.e., by applying 90% global reputation . When β increases, performance decreases, but it is always higher than that of the baselines.
• MTRTrust2 outperforms MTRTrust1 except for Recall and Diversity and has much higher User Coverage than MTRTrust1. This shows that the extension of neighborhood to the social intersection of users, combined with global reputation, helps finding good neighbors for preference estimation. In comparison, the fact that MTRTrust1 focuses on direct friends challenges neighbor identification because it reduces the set of users to choose from.
• MTRTrust2 also outperforms MTR, which combines global reputation, local trust and observed rating similarity. It thus appears that, when rich trust evidence is available, this is more effective than observed rating similarity in preference prediction. Notice also that LOCABAL obtains better results than TrustMF. We believe that this is due to the fact that LOCABAL fuses rating similarity with local trust and global reputation (PageRank score), while TrustMF only uses the first two components.
We now focus on the second portion of Table 3 in order to analyze the relative influence of the facets of trust on recommendation performance. Notice that, while β increases, these strategies converge to U2UCF because they give progressively more importance to rating similarity.
• Lines MTR-U, MTR-S and MTR-F compare the performance of the MTR configurations which ignore a single type of trust indicator (β = 0.1).
-MTR-U has the worse accuracy and Diversity, showing that, in this dataset, the global feedback on user profiles (class A) strongly influences performance. However, MTR-U has the best user coverage. -Social relations (D) seem to influence performance in a weaker way than user profile endorsements. The minor influence of this type of information can be explained with the fact that, as previously discussed, friend relations provide trust-alike evidence. -Finally, the feedback on contributions (B+C) appears to be the less influential type of information among the three. Table 4 shows the accuracy results @10 with β = 0.1 on the LibraryThing dataset and it summarizes the values obtained on the Yelp one. The results are rather different on the two datasets: LOCA-BAL is the most accurate algorithm when applied to LibraryThing. Moreover, TrustMF has the second best RMSE while U2UCF and MTR-FS (which in this dataset coincides with U2UCF) have the second best MAE. MTRTrust2 obtains the worst accuracy results, which slightly improve when β increases (not shown for space reasons), but are always higher than those of the other algorithms. We explain these results as follows: first, the friend links of this dataset can be interpreted as explicit trust relations concerning user preferences because they are aimed at content sharing. Users establish friend relations in order to view the other users' virtual libraries and contributions. Thus, it would not make sense being friend with somebody who has very different interests than our own. On the other hand, the dataset provides poor feedback on user contributions, and lacks user profile endorsements; therefore, the global reputation deriving from users' feedback is weak and noisy. In this context, LOCABAL is accurate because it combines observed rating similarity with local and global trust inferred from explicit trust relations. In comparison, TrustMF has lower performance because it does not take global reputation derived from trust links into account. Second, MTR, which fuses observed rating similarity with multi-faceted trust information, has lower accuracy than U2UCF because U2UCF focuses on observed rating similarity that, in this dataset, is more reliable than global reputation derived from anonymous feedback on contributions. Third, MTRTrust1 and MTRTrust2 have low accuracy because they attempt to compute global reputation on the basis of feedback on users' reviews but the available data is not enough; moreover, they overlook rating similarity, which would help to contrast this lack of information.
LibraryThing
Discussion
We previously pointed out that the semantics of friend relations, and the presence of different types and amount of feedback about users, can explain the different performance of the analyzed algorithms. In order to further investigate this aspect, we consider a variant of U2UCF (denoted as U2USocial) that replaces rating similarity with social proximity. In U2USocial, the weight w uv of U2UCF in Equation 9 is computed as rel uv of Equation 6; i.e., it depends on direct friends and social intersection. Basically, U2USocial is similar to MTRTrust2 but it excludes global reputation. When applied to Yelp, U2USocial obtains RMSE = 1.0401 and MAE = 0.7748; i.e., it is the second most accurate algorithm, showing that social relations are strong preference predictors. U2USocial is however less accurate than MTRTrust2, which employs both social relations and global reputation derived from user profile endorsements and feedback on users' contributions. Conversely, on LibraryThing, U2USocial has RMSE = 0.9285 and MAE = 0.713. These are low accuracy values, but they are better than those obtained by MTRTrust2, showing that global reputation derived from feedback on contributions brings noise in preference prediction. As already discussed, the algorithms that combine observed rating similarity with explicit trust links perform better than the pure trust-based ones on this dataset.
The diversity of results obtained by the same algorithms on different domains shows that there is no absolute winner and it highlights the importance of analyzing the characteristics of a dataset before choosing a recommendation algorithm to be applied to it.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a multi-faceted trust model that integrates local trust, represented by social links, with various types of global trust evidence, such as user profile endorsements and feedback on user contributions in social networks. In order to test the impact of our model on recommendation performance, we integrated it into Collaborative Filtering and we tested the resulting system on two public datasets. We compared the achieved accuracy with that of User-to-User Collaborative Filtering, as well as to that of the LOCABAL and TrustMF trust-based recommenders. The experimental results show that, depending on the characteristics of the dataset, and in particular on the type of trust feedback it provides, the same algorithms can perform rather differently. Before choosing a recommendation algorithm for a specific application domain, it is therefore very important to analyze the characteristics of the domain and of the available types of information about user behavior. In our future work, we will evaluate our model on other datasets, possibly considering further facets of trust, in order to validate the results we obtained and to better understand which characteristics influence recommendation performance. Moreover, we will test other weighting methods to combine the facets of trust, rather than only including or excluding them.
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